


























（Social Anxiety Disorder: SAD）は，対人不安
が極度に高まった状態であると理解できるが
（Turner, Beidel, & Larkin, 1986），SAD患者の
失業率は一般成人と比べて高く，最終学歴や既
婚 率，QOLが 低 い こ と が 示 さ れ て い る
（Davidson, Hughes, George, & Blazer, 1993; 







































































































































































































































Mean values of the SPS, SIAS, and self-presentation scales
Male Female Total
n＝60 n＝145 n＝207
SPS 19.39 18.42 18.69
（16.10） （13.73） （14.36）
SIAS 34.33 33.67 33.84
（14.75） （15.46） （15.19）
Sugawara（1986）
acquiring praise 13.98 14.70 14.49
（5.68） （5.62） （5.62）
avoiding rejection 13.20 14.35 14.01
（4.67） （3.77） （4.07）
Kojima et al.（2003）
praise seeking 25.44 26.53 26.25
（6.89） （6.92） （6.92）
rejection avoidance 27.97 31.57 30.49
（8.75） （7.07） （7.74）
　Note. Values in parentheses represent standard deviations.
Table 2
Correlation between SPS, SIAS, and self-presentation scales
SPS SIAS
Sugawara （1986）
acquiring praise .13 † .08
avoiding rejection .27 *** .28 ***
Kojima et al. （2003）
praise seeking .06 -.01
































Note. Groupings based on Sugawara （1986） for the left graph and Kojima et al. （2003） for 
the right graph.
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Note. Groupings based on Sugawara （1986） for the left graph and Kojima et al. （2003） for 
the right graph.
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【Abstract】
The purpose of the present study was to examine the effects of praise-seeking and 
rejection avoidance motivations on social anxiety from the scope of the self-presentation 
model by Schlenker & Leary （1982）. Two hundred and seven private university students in 
Tokyo took part in the study. Participants were administered a questionnaire package 
consisting of the Social Phobia Scale, Social Interaction Anxiety Scale, and self-presentation 
scales. Social anxiety and rejection avoidance was consistently correlated with each other, but 
no significant relationship was found between social anxiety and praise-seeking motivation. 
These findings indicated that self-presentational motivation as discussed in the Schlenker & 
Leary （1982） model pertain to a person hoping to avoid bad impressions rather than making 
good ones. Implications for future clinical practices were discussed.
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